
Reading/Language Arts/Math 
RI.K.7 With prompting and support, describe the relationship between illustrations and the text in which they appear (e.g., what person, place, thing, or 
idea in the text an illustration depicts).
K.L.2c Write a letter or letters for most consonant and short-vowel sounds (phonemes). 
K.NBT.1 Compose and decompose numbers from 11 to 19 into ten ones and some further ones to understand that these numbers are composed of ten 
ones and one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or nine ones, e.g., by using objects or drawings, and record each composition or decomposition by a 
drawing or equation (e.g., 18 = 10 + 8).
K.MD.1 Describe measurable attributes of objects, such as length or weight. Describe several measurable attributes of a single object.
K.MD.2 Directly compare two objects with a measurable attribute in common, to see which object has “more of”/“less of” the attribute, and describe the 
difference. For example, directly compare the heights of two children and describe one child as taller/shorter.

Essential Questions: 
RLA: How are these characters the same? How are they different? Math: What do teen numbers look like? What is the easiest way to 

count a teen number? How do you compare length and height?

I Can Statements:

RLA: I can compare and contrast characters in a story. Math: I can recognize and count teen numbers.

Breakfast 
7:00-7:35 TSW complete morning work to review skills

Central Elementary School Weekly Lesson Plans
Kindergarten March 11- March 15, 2024

RLA – Ants and Hey Little Ant
read words with long i

Math – Review Compare Length and Height

Computer Science: Completed throughout the day, integrated into ELA Centers
15 minutes daily

Standard:  CS.1B.1—Describe how internal and external parts of computing devices function to form a 
system.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

TSW  Choose a 
different 
keyboarding 
activity to 
complete for 
keyboarding 
practice

TSW Watch: My 
Online 
Neighborhood

TSW Read: 
Safety, It Rules! 

TSW Explore: 
Internet Field 
Trip 

TSW Pause & 
Think Moment 
about 
keyboarding and 
turn and talk 
with their 
partner about 
keyboarding and 
online safety
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Ant. Set TTW review key features of informational texts and display the Anchor Chart: Central Idea and Key Details.

Purpose TSW actively listen to develop a deeper understanding of the past two modules.

Input TTW explain that facts are one type of detail that writers use to teach readers about a topic. 

Modeling TTW distinguish facts from opinions. 

Check for 
Underst. TTW ask the students to discuss facts about animals.

Guided 
Practice

TSW guide children to add more details about the school. For example, “What other key details about our animals 
we can talk about?”

Ind. Practice NA

Closure Using a TURN AND TALK, TSW discuss key details about our school using the sentence frame: One detail about 
animals s ____.

Student 
Ach. Task

TSW volunteer to share their details with the class and use a THUMBS UP OR DOWN to state whether the details 
are facts or opinions.

8:00-9:30 Project Read Whole Group Lesson:
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Ant. Set

TSW review all letters using the circle maps around the room. TSW listen to the Vowel Song on YouTube. 

Purpose
Today, we will practice one of our 5 long & short vowel sounds.

Input
TTW display the 5 vowels and have TS name them TTW ask – Why are vowels such superstar letters? Every word 

has a talking vowel.

Modeling TTW model blending some common rimes with the short /a/ sound using a Power Point.

Check for 
Underst. TTW ask TS to read aloud the common long & short /a/ rimes.

Guided 
Practice

TSW say the rhyme, then add the consonant onset “say –am. Now add /h/ to the beginning” TTW guide TS to 
blend as fluently as they can.

Ind. Practice TSW play Quiz, Quiz, Trade with short vowel word cards.

Closure TSW review the Vowel Song.

Student Ach. 
Task Read this word.

Check for 
Underst. TTW ask TS to read aloud the common long & short /a/ rimes.
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Ant. Set
TSW review all letters using the circle maps around the room. TSW listen to the Vowel Song on YouTube. 

Purpose
Today, we will practice one of our 5 long & short vowel sounds.

Input
TTW display the 5 vowels and have TS name them TTW ask – Why are vowels such superstar letters? Every 

word has a talking vowel.

Modeling TTW model blending some common rimes with the long & short /e/ sound using a Power Point.

Check for 
Underst.

TTW ask TS to read aloud the common long & short /e/ rimes.

Guided 
Practice

TSW say the rhyme, then add the consonant onset “say –ed. Now add /b/ to the beginning” TTW guide TS to 
blend as fluently as they can.

Ind. Practice TSW play Quiz, Quiz, Trade with short vowel word cards.

Closure TSW review the Vowel Song.

Student 
Ach. Task

Read this word.
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Ant. Set

Lynn Meadows

Purpose

Input

Modeling

Check for 
Underst.

Guided 
Practice

Ind. 
Practice

Closure

Student 
Ach. Task
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Ant. Set

TSW review all letters using the circle maps around the room. TSW listen to the Vowel Song on YouTube. 

Purpose
Today, we will practice one of our 5  long & short vowel sounds.

Input
TTW display the 5 vowels and have TS name them TTW ask – Why are vowels such superstar letters? Every 

word has a talking vowel.

Check for 
Underst.

TTW model blending some common rimes with the long & short /o/ sound using a Power Point.

Modeling TTW ask TS to read aloud the common  long & short /o/ rimes.

Guided Practice
TSW say the rhyme, then add the consonant onset “say –ot. Now add /h/ to the beginning” TTW guide TS 

to blend as fluently as they can.

Ind. Practice TSW play Quiz, Quiz, Trade with short vowel word cards.

Closure TSW review the Vowel Song.

Student Ach. 
Task

Read this word.
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Ant. Set
TSW review all letters using the circle maps around the room. TSW listen to the Vowel Song on YouTube. 

Purpose
Today, we will practice one of our 5 long and short vowel sounds.

Input
TTW display the 5 vowels and have TS name them TTW ask – Why are vowels such superstar letters? Every 

word has a talking vowel.

Modeling TTW model blending some common rimes with the long and short /u/ sound using a Power Point.

Check for Underst. TTW ask TS to read aloud the common long and short /u/ rimes.

Guided Practice
TSW say the rhyme, then add the consonant onset “say –um. Now add /g/ to the beginning” TTW guide 

TS to blend as fluently as they can.

Ind. Practice TSW play Quiz, Quiz, Trade with short vowel word cards.

Closure TSW review the Vowel Song.

Student Ach. Task Read this word.
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Ant. Set TTW display the book, Hey, Little Ant.

Purpose TSW actively listen to a persuasive text read aloud to develop comprehension.

Input
TTW introduce the book and read the authors’ and illustrator’s names. Then ask:

• What do you see on the cover? What do you think is happening?

Modeling TTW read the book fluently and with expression. 

Check for Underst.
TTW ask:

• Why does the boy ask if the ant is crazy?
• What are some of the things that the ant does for his nest mates?

• In the end, who gets to decide if the boy will squish the ant or not?

Guided Practice TSW help students identify the ant’s and boy’s opinions.

Ind. Practice N/A 

Closure TTW use Display and Engage: Knowledge Map 7 to discuss the question, “What can I learn when I look closely?”

Student Ach. Task TSW give support for why the boy should not kill the ant.

Tue
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y

Ant. SetS

Purpose

Input Star Test
Modeling

Check for 
Underst.

Guided 
Practice

Ind. Practice

Closure

Student Ach. 
Task

9:10 – 9:30 RLA centers (details attached)

9:30 – 10:00 Recess

10:00 – 10:20 Sight Word Review

10:20 – 10:30 Bathroom

10:30 – 10:55 Lunch

10:55– 11:20 ELA

11:20 – 12:10 Activity 

12:10 – 2:))0 Math

2:00 – 2:23 DEAR Time

2:23 – 2:25 Pack Up & Dismissal
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Ant. Set Star Test

Purpose

Input

Modeling

Check for 
Underst.

Guided 
Practice

Ind. Practice

Closure

Student Ach. 
Task
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Ant. Set TSW reviews sentence types and end punctuation

Purpose TSW will read page 3 and have children identify the end mark.

Input
TTW use echo reading to read the sentences, and have children mimic your intonation.

Modeling  TTW model listening and watching to get information

Check for 
Underst.

 TTW will read aloud the text, leaving the words out and watching closely. 

Guided 
Practice  TSW will use a cue, like an invisible microphone, to signal for everyone to chime in.

Ind. Practice NA

Closure TTW use word cards to reflect on the topic to use choral reading to read the words aloud.

Student Ach. 
Task TSW identify the words to know. 
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Ant. Set TSW display the book Ants.

Purpose TSW learn actively listen to a story read aloud to develop comprehension.

Input
TTW introduce the book and discuss author and illustrator. TTW ask students by a show of hands if they think the book 

is fiction or an informational book.

Modeling TTW read aloud Ants, modeling fluent reading. TTW point to each word as it is read.

Check for 
Underst.

TTW ask: 
• What do the labels tell us about the ants? (7)

• What kind of work does the worker ant do? (16)
• What is a larva? (18) 

Guided 
Practice TTW point at unfamiliar words or phrases and guide children to ask and answer questions about them.

Ind. Practice N/A – this skill is performed with prompting and support.

Closure TSW identify the topic and central idea. TTW use Display and Engage: Knowledge Map 7 to connect the question, What 
can I see when I look closely?

Student Ach. 
Task TSW identify Ants as an informational book.



Ready Math Lesson to be Completed in Math Centers Daily
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Ant. Set TSW practice writing 1-10 (Enrichment: 1-20).

Purpose TSW use a number path to find 1 more than a given number.

Input

TTW have TS walk a bear counter down the number path on wrkbk p. 135. TTW explain that a path is like a road, 
you start at the beginning and walk down it in the direction you choose. TTW have TS identify where they see 
number paths (on their math warm-up, on the wall display, on the table name tags). TTW have TS place their 
finger on number 2, then ask – How can you use the number path to find the number that is 1 more than 2? 
Repeat for 5. TTW ask TS to touch and color 7, then find the number that is 1 more than 7. TSW connect the 7 on 
the bottom to the number that is 1 more.

Modeling TTW model saying only one number as she touches each number on the path. TTW model finding the next 
number on the path to identify “1 more”.

Guided Practice wrkbk p 136 TSW color the number path all the way to the given number, then circle the number that is 1 more.

Check for Underst. Would you ever be correct if you circled the same number that is on the balloon? 

Ind. Practice wrkbk p 139 TSW find the number that is 1 more than each of the given numbers. Remediation – TTW provide 
number paths.

Closure How does counting help you find one more than a number?

Student Ach. Task What is 1 more than 7?
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Ant. Set TSW practice writing 1-10 (Enrichment: 1-20).

Purpose TSW identify the number that is 1 more than a given number.

Input TTW show number cards and ask – What is this number? What is 1 more than __?

Modeling TTW model using a number path, if needed.

Check for Underst. TTW ask – How can we find the number that is one more? (Say the numbers in order, use a number path)

Guided Practice TSW count around the circle. TTW say – Each time a child says a number, they are saying one more than the 
person before them.

Ind. Practice wrkbk p. 140 TSW color the happy or sad face to show if the given solution is correct.

Closure How does counting help you find one more than a number?

Student Ach. Task What is 1 more than 8?
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Ant. Set
Numbers in the teens song – then, Start Slide, Session 1 (projected) – TTW point to each number, TSW 
say each number and build it with sticks.

Purpose TSW be building teen number sets.

Input
TTW lay out the number cards 0-19 o=in order (TSW name each as she does so). TTW ask 11 kids to line 
up to represent the number 11. TTW move 1 child to the side and say – 11 kids is 10 kids and 1 kid. How 
could we show 12 kids? 

Modeling
TTW arrange 3 hoola hoops to represent a number bond on the carpet. TTW show the number card for 10 
and 1, placing each in the “part” section of the bond. TTW state (as she moves the cards to the whole, 
laying the 1 on the 10 to cover the zero) – 10 and 1 makes 11.

Check for Underst. How could I show 12 on a number bond?

Guided Practice

p 549 TSW fill in the number bond to show how to make 11. TSW add an equation: 10 + 1 = 11.

Ind. Practice p 550 TSW fill in the number bond to show how to make 12. TSW add an equation: 10 + 2 = 12.

Closure Exit Ticket, Session 1 (projected) TSW guide TT to fill in the number bond for 14.

Student Ach. Task How can I make 14?
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Ant. Set
Numbers in the teens song – then, Start Slide, Session 2 (projected) – TSW identify the teen number shown on 
the 10s frames.

Purpose TSW count teen sets and match numbers to number pairs.

Input
TTW ask TS to make observations about the picture on p . 553 and ask - How many brown bears are wearing a 
hat and a bow? 

Modeling TTW model identifying the group of 10 brown bears with hats and bows.

Check for Underst.
How many brown bears are there in all? How many bears have bows? How many bears have no hats? How 
many bears have hats?

Guided Practice
553 – TSW draw a bear in the bottom right frame and answer the question – How many brown bears are there 
now?

Ind. Practice 554 – TSW match each set to the correct number phrase “10 and __”.

Closure Session 2, Exit Ticket (projected) TSW match and say the number.

Student Ach. Task Count each set.
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Ant. Set
Numbers in the teens song – then, Start Slide (projected). TSW each need 20 counters and 2 10  frames. TSW look at the number bond 
and represent the teen number using counters on the 10s frames. TSW  look at the equation and represent the teen number using 
counters on the 10s frames.

Purpose TTW remind TS of the parts of a number bond and an equation.

Input TTW model finding the total on a number bond and an equation.

Modeling Which number are you building? How can you know? 

Check for Underst.
p 561 TSW trace the number in the number bond and the equation, making sure they are both the same. TTW  ask TS to circle the 
number in the equation along with the equal sign. TSW model this teen number on the 10s  frames provided and fill in the missing 
parts of both the number bond and the equation.

Guided Practice
P 562 TSW draw counters on the second 10s frame to complete the teen number on each number bond or  equation. TSW fill in the 
missing parts of each number bond or equation.

Ind. Practice Exit Ticket (projected) TSW guide TT to finish the 10s frames, the number bond, & equation.

Closure Which numbers are missing?

Student Ach. Task TTW remind TS of the parts of a number bond and an equation.

Who do you think is telling us about 
his mami and api?
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Field Trip to Lynn Meadows

F
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Ant. Set TSW listen to the Numbers in the Teens song.

Purpose TSW explore concepts of weight to be used in measurement at the grocery store, etc.

Input TTW display a balance scale and ask TS to share what they know about this tool.

Modeling TTW model placing an object in each side and making an observation about the weight – This side gois down because the glue is heavier 
than the pencil.

Check for Underst. TTW leave the glue in and remove the pencil and tell TS that they can find out how much the glue weighs by placing counters in the other 
side until the scale balances. TTW ask TS to stop adding cubes when the scale is balanced.

Guided Practice TSW explore measuring with a scale in centers this week.

Ind. Practice TSW complete workbook pages in centers this week.

Closure TSW state how many cubes they needed to measure the glue bottle.

Student Ach. Task Which object is heavier?



Ant. Set TSW listen to the Numbers in the Teens song.

Purpose
TSW be introduced to the concept of teen numbers, which will prepare them for working with 
these numbers in the future.

Input
TTW project workbook page 533 on the board. TTW encourage students to count sets, finding a set of 10 
and some extras. TTW keep track of the sets of ten by marking them. TTW remind TS that when we write a 
teen numeral, it always has a “hidden 10”. 

Modeling TTW model careful and accurate counting. TTW model keeping track of the sets of 10 by marking them. 
TTW model with the Hidden 10 cards and counters 

Check for 
Underst.

TTW ask – How many jars of paint are on the top shelf?

Guided Practice TSW find teen number sets in the picture and practice counting them.

Ind. Practice TSW complete activities in centers with teen numbers (Ready Math workbook).

Closure TSW check each teen number that they found on a checklist.

Student Ach. 
Task

How many objects are in this set?

Learning Centers (completed throughout the day)

Independent 
Work Teacher Guided Teacher Assistant 

Guided Technology

1

TSW practice scissor and 
handwriting skills by 
completing math and 
reading cut & paste 

activities.

TSW build a letter Kk, 
Qq and Uu circle 

maps.
 

TSW engage in 
reading and math 

lessons on 
i-Ready learning. 

TSW work 
together to 
research and 
demonstrate 

understanding of 
topics we had 
been learning.

2

TSW practice scissor and 
handwriting skills by 
completing math and 
reading cut & paste 

activities.

TSW practice 
locating/identifying 
beginning sounds 

Kk, Qq and Uu

3

TSW practice scissor and 
handwriting skills by 
completing math and 
reading cut & paste 

activities.

4

TSW practice scissor and 
handwriting skills by 
completing math and 
reading cut & paste 

activities.

TSW cut and glue and 
find the letters in 

their name to create 
an apple craft.

TSW use Project 
Read materials to 

practice writing the 
uppercase and 

lowercase letters. 

5

TSW engage in “free 
play” and choose 

kitchen, blocks, or a 
manipulative learning 

center.

TSW use Project Read 
materials (Writing the 

Alphabet Book, felt 
paper, memory tray, 

handwriting 
printouts) to practice 
naming and writing 

letters Kk, Qq and Uu

TSW identify letters 
and sounds for Kk, 

Qq and Uu. TSW 
write letters with 

multi-sensory 
resources. TSW play 

“4 in a Row” to 
practice identifying 
the initial sound in 

words.



TSW discuss careers as authors.

TSW discuss careers in banking or accounting 
(addition/subtraction).

THINKING MAP : Circle Map 



Math Centers
Red Group Working on writing and identifying numbers 0-10 

and introducing teen numbers.

Blue Group Working on making 10 using manipulatives and 
identifying the symbolization within equations. 
introducing teen numbers.

Orange Group Working on making 6-9 using manipulatives and 
solving addition and math equations within 10. 
Working with teen numbers.

Purple Group Working on understanding teen numbers

ELA Centers
Red Group The red group is working on letters A, T, M, S, B, 

R, N, L, P, and H, color recognition, and writing 
their names.

Blue Group The blue group is working on letters R, N, P, L, and 
H recognition and writing letters correctly. 
Reviewing letters previously learned.

Orange Group The orange group is working on all letters, including 
vowel, beginning, middle, and ending sounds, -at, 
-am, and -an words, the -ng endings and reading 
CVC stories, and identifying double letter endings.

Purple Group The purple group is working/reviewing on all the 
above in addition to reading the Start Right 
Readers and writing CVC word sentences.


